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Inside: The detailed view
shows the insulating
accordion system of the
Expansion Ribs®.
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EXPANSION RIBS®
A highly ﬂexible system of chambers and ducts
unfolds with every movement. In them is
stored warm air for insulation. The accordion
principle of the Expansion Ribs® ensures you
retain insulative attributes instead of losing
them when you bend your elblows.

SEAMCLEAN TECHNOLOGY

Thermoscan

33,0 °C
32,0 °C
31,0 °C

Applying a new manufacturing process, this style can
be made in one piece. That means no more seams.
The fabric is continuous, allowing for a more uniform
compression. Pressure is more comfortable and
effective.

30,0 °C

X-BIONIC® THERMO WINDOW
The thermo window on the inside of the
arms disperses targeted heat. Moisture is
transported immediately outwards via the
ﬁne knit mesh outwards.

X-IMPACT TECHNOLOGY
The unique X-Impact Technology by X-BIONIC ®
creates a perceptible pressure all over. The
sensation stimulates body awareness without
restricting freedom of movement or affecting
ﬁt. You move more precisely and more
effectively, and your muscle performance
improves.
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WITHOUT SEAMS.
WITHOUT LIMITS.

Philosophy
Patriot Edition
Precuperation

\ BIKING \
ARM’S XQ-2 ENERGY ACCUMULATOR®

Running
Travel / Golf
Outdoor

AKTIV-BUND®
The Aktiv-Bund® adapts to any size arm
without slipping or constricting.
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AIR-CONDITIONING CHANNEL®
Is a ventilation system of channels that wrap
around the body, continuously carrying
away moisture and warmth. It allows air to
ﬂow to body regions not normally accessible
by fresh air circulation.

SKIN NODOR®: HIGH-TECH
DOWN TO THE SMALLEST ATOM

AIR GUIDES®

Inhibits bacterial growth and
prevents unpleasant odour.

Function like spacers along the AirConditioning Channel® to ensure a highly
effective quantity and ﬂow of fresh air.

Skin NODOR®'s pH neutral ions actively inhibit
bacteria buildup and minimize odour-causing
microorganisms.

Wintersports
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Decision Layer
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Complementary
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On steep descents a freezing headwind can quickly chill your arms. The X-BIONIC®
ARM’S XQ-2 Energy Accumulator® protects your muscles from the cold to avoid injuries.
The high-tech knit technology of X-BIONIC® warms exactly where you need it since
the arms lose warmth in speciﬁc areas. When the elbow bends, a system of chambers
and ducts opens out like an accordion to maintain insulation. The Expansion Ribs®
gain insulating attributes instead being pulled thin. Various knit structures distribute
the sweat over a large surface across the arm. The thin ﬁlm of perspiration evaporates
and therefore cools. Excess sweat is immediately dispersed outwards via the ARM’S
XQ-2 Energy Accumulator®. With the best temperature regulation, you'll bike with more
energy.
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Lexicon
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Biking

OPTIMIZED X-IMPACT EFFEKT.

